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The earliest of these empires

third or fourth century and fell 1
Ghana empire was original!;

'Ghana' was said to be a title
means "War Chief."
As from about the 7th centui

title of the king - Kaya Maghan <

and eventually, Kaya or Ghana
the empire.

Chronologically, Ghana came
but was first marked on th<
predominantly a black empire
were members of the Mande !
The growth of Ghana Empire
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empire's projects and wars.
The wealth of Ghana attracte

Berber traders of the Sahara. Th
Islam after the Arab conquest.

In the moments of her gloi
soldiers.

In the tenth and eleventh cer
with an impressive system of:

Court of Justice
Court of Appeal, and
An imperial cabinet.
Among other factors, the fall
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values made their ways only to
while the peasants and rural f

. There was no central orientat
empire together seemed to hi
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hence her fall.
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Because of her wealth, Ghana
_ from without.
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disintegrated.
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A possible major earthquakein the Wilmington area
within the next decade is
suggested by existing data,^I
according to some geologists.
Although the most sever

effects of such a quake^would
than 500 miles around and
could be felt as far away as
Kansas, Canada and Cuba,
they say. /

Professors David M. Stew-
art and David E. Dunn of UNC
and S. Duncan Heron of Duke"1
have just completed a study of
their findings and recommendationswhich they are

submitting to the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC)
this month.

In it they urge the AEC to
order scientific studies to be
made that will definitely
determine if a quake is
imminent in that area before
plans for the.new nuclear
plant owned by the-Carelina.
Power & Light Company
(CP&L), just south oi .

Wilmington, go further.
CP&L is aware of the

unusual features of this area,
the geologists say, but have
indicated they will do nothing
about it unless ordered to do
so by the AEC.

"Although we are recom

mending a complete and
thorough re-evaluation of the
potential seismic hazard near

Wilmington," the geologists
qflV 4 4 u;p a rp tint en rtr»orti*»r»
WJ y " v V HV/I JUg^VJllll^
that CP&L alter its scheduled
plans to open and operate a
nuclear plant in this area.
Though ominous, the warning
signs are not conclusive. It
may be that in a few years the
region could be given a 'clean
bill of seismic health."

It would be irresponsible,
they say, to assume that
outcome, however, and ignore
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the possibility for the kind of
disaster that occurred in
Charleston, S.C. in 1886,
which was the second most
intense earthquake in U.S.

history.
The geologists are recomelevation

changesj/character-isiticsof ground wYter in the
area which show unusually
high salt content, high
temperatures and high pressures. which could be
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irthquake
expected to accompany the
build-up of stresses in rocks
prior to aiT earthquake, and
the earthquake history of the
area.
The cost of the AEC studies

could run into several hundred
thousand f^^itgrsi^jjhy,, ag"1" .-.potential

cost of not preparing
for an earthquake catastrophe
and the actual cost of the
nuclear power plant itself, the
price of these investigations
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